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Conservatoire ISSUE N° 02 
continues its collaboration with the 
art world and it exploration of the 
glasses as object. This project reflects 
the exchange of designs and ideas 
that typifies the current world and its 
constant search for new elements for 
the collective imagination.  It is not 
a study of what the public is used to 
but of key ways for interpreting that 
contemporary world.

This second edition of Conservatoire's 
magazine once again keeps its tryst 
with the arts, as artists from different 
fields, using different techniques, give 
us their personal visions of the glasses 
from Conservatoire.

“We at Conservatoire International de 
Lunettes would like to make our own 
contribution with the creation of a 
space for reflection on and the study of 
contemporary art through the personal 
visions of different artists invited to illustrate 
their own interpretations of our glasses. 
Space is reserved on paper for hybrid and 
unusual artistic commentaries that are 
at times defiant and rebellious. For us at 
Conservatoire the confluence of artists 
so different one from the other, left free to 
express their own ideas of our collection, 
is a chance to bring together experimental 
threads and ideas and offer them back to the 
public as a whole. ”.

Gian Carlo Soresina

Glasses have never been so important as they are today...
They are a detail that is as symbolic as it is necessary: the 
galaxy of the eyewear world reveals all its lights as points of 
tension and solar rays that herald a whole array of possible 
worlds.
Conservatoire glasses absorb and transform the flow of time 
as an instrument for vision that offers the greatest refinement 
of taste while remaining entirely practical. They are perfect 
for all those things you hold dear, whether they be your 
encounters, your travel or just there curled up with a book. 
Each one is carefully selected to be wholly appropriate to 
a time where all manner of epochs and styles constantly 
interweave. They are never strident in their statement of an 
identity that is nevertheless immediately recognisable.
The Conservatoire glasses collection is designed for unique 
individuals and that is how they stand out from the rest. They 
carry the wearer with them as metaphorical, cinematic, poetic 
and visionary accessories possessed of an ethereal beauty 
and sophistication that sits well in this decadent charm of the 
contemporary world. They are at once romantic and dark, 
inhabiting empty streets or there to watch the city pass from 
the windows of a cab, or from a train speeding to a distant 
horizon. The glasses from Conservatoire have a distinct 
presence that is both sophisticated and elegant, bestowing 
upon the wearer a bitter-sweet aura of melancholy.
Some models have taken something from those who have 
gained legendary status and have become historical icons 
from the real world. Conservatoire loves to surround itself 
with different kinds of beauty and represent the discrete 
charm of diverse humanity. It turns the concept of diversity 
on its head though where the charm of understatement and 
sobriety is achieved through an aesthetic that is exclusively 
private.

francesca alfano miglietti

texts by
Francesca Alfano Miglietti
Anna Mainoli
Gian Carlo Soresina
 
art director 
Lorenzo Butti

Our special thanks to all artists present in this issue.
 
Special thanks go to Federica Tattoli and Next Agency 
for their fundamental contribution to the creation 
of this magazine.



Agne Raceviciute for Conservatoire International de Lunettes

Agne Raceviciute was born in Klaipeda (Lithuania), in 1988.
She lives between Venice and Milan, where she works as artist and photographer.
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Alina was born in Saint-Petersburg in 1983. In 2011 she graduated 
in choreography in St.Petersburg State at University of Culture 

and Arts. Her academic background influenced her photographic 
language, giving her the possibility to work with main city theatres 
and renowned performing artists. Portrait and dance are her main 

themes. Currently she lives and works in Ticino (Switzerland) where 
she has her own laboratory for analogue printing.

Alina Yanechek for Conservatoire International de Lunettes
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Atto’s poetics embraces various media including photography, 
installations, graphics design and architecture.

His works conceptualize reference points in the infinite space, 
therefore he strives to organize space within form, in order to allow an origin 

of a coordinate system, exploring the potential of obscured viewpoints.
His images have an intense, insuppressible aura, highlighting how the conflict between 

the limits of the human body has being magnified into contemporary human nature.
Atto's double approach, as artist and curator, continues to strongly influence his aesthetic 
and thematic path. His works are featured in many private and public collections as Centro 

per l'Arte Contemporanea Luigi Pecci in Prato, Museum of Contemporary Art in Zagreb 
and Museo del Novecento in Milan. In parallel, Atto is Creative Director of A-Septica a 

communication and architecture consultancy based in Milan and Tel Aviv. 
He curates and developes projects related to the visual arts, as Artistic Director 

of ISISUF (international institute of Futurism studies) an international organization 
founded on the "futurism experience", which anticipates and follows 

the micro-movements of contemporary art.

Atto for Conservatoire International de Lunettes
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Frida Wannerberger is an illustrator, illustrating mostly for fashion.
Views and thoughts about femininity, history and society often filters into her work.

Based in London, Sweden and Switzerland.

Frida Wannerberger for Conservatoire International de Lunettes
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After an apprenticeship as assistant and a degree in philosophy and aesthetics Giorgio 
Mondolfo began his career as a photographer in his own right in the mid-seventies, 

working first with women’s magazines and then also with advertising agencies.
He made numerous editorial excursions into the worlds of fashion and beauty and into 

advertising campaigns for cosmetics, fashion labels, swimwear and lingerie.
Towards the end of the eighties he also took to directing, with television work connected 
with the worlds of fashion and beauty, music videos, tv adverts and documentaries in the 
anthropology, history, art and culture of distant lands. He always enjoyed experimenting, 
both in his photography and in his film work, exploring new techniques and new artistic 

idioms without following fashion or trends, relying solely on his own instincts and his own 
aesthetic tastes. He continues to do so today, fascinated by the new technologies and 
the multiplicity of channels available. These photographs were taken with an IPhone, a 

tool delighted him from the outset and took him back to the magical immediacy of the old 
Polaroids.  The image is from his favourite and characteristic subject of the beauty of the 

face and of the female form, lit by natural light on a rainy afternoon in a corner of his studio. 
An emotion captured by a... Polaphone...or Phonaroid.

Giorgio Mondolfo for Conservatoire International de Lunettes 
Model: Daiga Abeltina
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Ilaria Ferretti (Fabriano, 1980) grew up in her family's restaurant, spending many childhood afternoons sat on the dishwasher in the kitchen, 
watching her mother at work at the stove. In '99 she moved to Turin to study photography and find her way into the art world. She started 

her artistic career upon graduating in photography at the European Institute of Design.

Expert in FineArt printing techniques and dark room processes, she creates visionary works characterised by a personal aesthetic, which 
merges dark thoughts and universal beauty. Her poetics has been defined as “Punk-Romantic” by Pippo Ciorra.

Her artistic vision is multifaceted and conceptual thanks to a photographic time which freezes the incessant time of the natural world, she 
creates images which hold a continual manifestation of being. Humans are not usually present in her images but there are traces, signs of 

passage; this presence/absence, in relation to the universal meaning of existence determines the key aim of her work. But the animal world 
is always present and through of it the life is revealed and interpreted.

The project Bestiario (Bestiary) has been published on YET Magazine and exposed at ESSERE(e)MISTERO, Contemporary Art Review 
edited by Maria Rita Montagnani, at Palazzo Mediceo of Seravezza (IT) in 2014 and at Lingotto of Turin in Bam on tour - Contemporary 

Photobox edited by Edoardo Di Mauro under the artistic direction of Riccardo Ghirardini in 2013; in the same year in Bestiari (Pietro 
Bologna, Stefano Faravelli, Ilaria Ferretti, Roberto Kusterle) at PHOS Multipurpose Center for Photography and Visual Arts to Chieri (IT) and 

Barocco (Daniela Perego, Pia Stadtbaumer, Elke Warth, Ilaria Ferretti) edited by Franz Paludetto at the Castle of Rivara - Contemporary 
Art Center (Italy) in 2011. To Milan she has presented CONCRETE, personal exhibition organized by Veronica Iurich at Napapjiri Gallery 
in 2009 and took part to: “Il grande disegno” exhibition edited by Elisa Gusella, Fuori MiArt official event, at Fabbrica Borroni for Young 

Italian Artist to Bollate in 2007 and “Il corridoio dell’arte per lo sport e per la pace” edited by Gabriella Serusi and Gabriele Fasolino at the 
Triennale Palace in 2005. She has also held exhibitions in Rome, Bologna, Padova and Trieste. In Germany, she took part to POLYLOG - 

Mittelmeerbiennale Koln at Rathaus der Stadt Koln (Cologne) in 2008.
In the Marche, homeland which has always provided energy and inspiration for her research, has exposed to Monte San Vito in “Paesaggi 

del Lavoro, in mostra” exhibition edited by Cristiana Colli and Marco Montemaggi. She has won the Section 1 of the homonymous 
photography contest organized by the cultural Association “Il Paesaggio dell’Eccellenza” of Recanati, in 2008 and 2009. About national 

contemporary art contests under 35, she has been selected for Quotidiana ’07 and has been finalist of Premio Terna 03, category Gigawatt.

She teaches FineArt printing techniques at IED - European Institute of Design of Turin since 2007.
Responsable of PHOS Lab, the Fine Art printing Laboratory at PHOS - Multipurpose Center for Photography and Visual Arts to Chieri 

(Torino). She is represented by MUST GALLERY at Lugano (Switzerland).
Actually lives in Torino (Italy).

Ilaria Ferretti for Conservatoire International de Lunettes
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Le Grand Bleu, Jonathan Vivacqua for Conservatoire International de Lunettes

The work’s title comes from the 1988 film of the same name by french director Luc Besson. 
Set mainly in Taormina in Sicily, the leading characters are Jean-Marc Barr and Jean Reno. 

The actors take each other on in a free diving challenge in a sea they experience as 
“le grand bleu”. I liked the idea of how the intensity of a colour could totally fill the view 

and take us to a dimension where perception is shifted to another level where other senses 
are explored. The large lens I applied to the glasses obscures the wearer’s eye, seeking 
out that space between social exclusion and a leap into another abyssal and galactic 

dimension. The lens is oil painted as I was interested in the idea of the glasses appearing 
from the outside as the surface for a painting, or even in this case for pure cinema.

JONATHAN VIVACQUA 



Still life with glasses, Luca Resta for Conservatoire International de Lunettes

Born 1982 in Seriate near Bergamo in Italy. Now living and working in Paris.

/ The act of appropriating, of collecting and of keeping forgotten everyday things 
as objets trouvés brings together pieces of reality to in some take possession of it, 

sublimating the objects through sculpture into archaeological relics of a present that is 
already past. The contemporary world itself. “Still life with glasses” is part of a study of 

paintings by Giorgio Morandi and of the photography of Luigi Ghirri.
This work in particular is composed of plastic containers that form a part of my 

collection, here carefully covered with sticky tape. The almost maniacal covering 
creates a second skin for the object, a new surface for decoration that becomes a 
challenge for the manual skills. The colour, the arrangement and the material itself 

reveal the objects in their purely sculptural quality, where their composition engages 
in a dialogue between the known and the mysterious. /

LUCA RESTA 



Maria Grazia Preda is a contemporary artists who lives, dreams and smiles 
in the city of Bologna. She uses a collage technique, taking pages from 

magazines of the nineteen fifties, a golden age of advertising, graphics and 
fashion, reinterpreting in our time the image of woman of that time.

The approach is playful and ironic as she brings us back to the charm of the 
fifties, the innocence of its language, the formal beauty and the suggestion of 
an ideally perfect life. She emphasises the positivity of those years, the smile, 
the optimism and that desire for rebirth so typical of post war years as they 
rush headlong into a tomorrow that feels as if it has to be built from scratch.
Taking aboard the feminine qualities of that decade and the conquests of the 

seventies, Maria Grazia gives life to a new army of women embodying an 
unmistakeable and irresistible "feminine feminism".

Il mio segreto, Maria Grazia Preda for Conservatoire International de Lunettes
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I wear my sunglasses at night so I can keep track of
visions in my eyes. I wear my sunglasses at night so
I can watch you weave then breathe your story lines.
Forget my name while you collect your claim and see

the light that’s right before my eyes.
While she’s deceiving me, she cuts my security. Has
she got control of me? I turn to her and say “Don’t

switch the blade on the guy in shades. Don’t masquerade
with the guy in shades. Don’t be afraid of

the guy in shades. I can’t believe it ‘cause you got it
made with the guy in shades.” 

 

Lyrics by Corey Hart © Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC

Sunglasses at night, Neil Atherton for Conservatoire International de Lunettes

Neil Atherton is a photographer, curator and publisher. He organises the 
bi-annual photography festival Mois de la Photo-OFF and edits the City 

Syndrome series of street guides. Neil has lived and worked in Paris since 
1999 and his photography has been featured in various international media 

and has been exhibited in Paris, New York and Berlin. www.neilatherton.com

NEIL ATHERTON 



Out of stock 2014, , Paolo Gonzato for Conservatoire International de Lunettes

Oser, Vouloir, Savoir, Se Taire.
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Raul Gabriel is italian-argentinian artist, with a mix from Liverpool, born in Buenos 
Aires suburbs in 1966. Lands in Italy at early age after an awful shipwreck in 
Tierra del Fuego. After a period dedicated to experimentation in music, and a 

long journey in Santafe de Bogota, in 2000 visual art became his focus bringing 
him in Milan, then in London with many shows in few years in both public and 

private galleries, outlining a path of body, that's the biological identity of reality , 
and his mutational processes interpreted in the different aesthetical structures and 
artistic forms. Some shows: Palazzo delle Stelline in Milan in 2000, in Periscopio, 

Quadriennale of Rome 2003--2005, the installation in Battersea Park Chelsea 
London 2006, the solo show at Broadbent Gallery London in 2006, with a focus 
on hybridation of media, the video sound performance at the Oberdan Space in 

Milan (genetically modified traffic-lights concert) in 2006, his project “Silkocoons”, 
free interpretation of the Silk Road Map, at the World Expo in Shangai 2010. The 

solo shows in Perugia CUBE at the international architecture festival, and the video 
installation “O-One” in Spoleto 2011 Two worlds Festival. the video installation 
at Artmbassy contemporary in Berlin center “Bak2Berlin” in november 2011, 

“Transformations” London march 2012, the international group show Lumen Ray 
at Jerome Zodo Contemporary gallery, Milan february 2013. “w0rm$”, solo show at 
The Format Contemporary Culture Gallery, Milan in december 2013, solo show One 
to One at the Broletto's contemporary arts center in Pavia december 2013-january 

2014, painting installation at the Cattolica University in Milan march june 2014, 
“Scriptum”, paintings and video installation XVth century monumental church of 

san Giuseppe in piazza della Loggia, Brescia march-june 2014.

Raul Gabriel for Conservatoire International de Lunettes
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Sebastiano Sofia was born in Verona in 1986 and lives and works in Milan. 
After attending Milan’s NABA fine arts academy in Milan he became assistant 

to Luca Trevisani and developed a strong interest in studying sculptural art and 
materials. Mindful of the equilibriums created by contrasts he seeks to create 

a grey area of the borderlands between those forms that perhaps pre-date 
man and that which is totally contemporary, testing the limits between the 

apparently archaic and the visual culture of today.

Sebastiano Sofia for Conservatoire International de Lunettes
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Vesna Pavan is a painter and art designer originally from Friuli who has adopted Milan 
as her home. The metropolis has seen her artistic activity flourish and grow in leaps and 
bounds. She attended the Mosaic Art School of Spilimbergo (PN) and went on to study 
the Gestalt school and look into our inner worlds. Vesna has developed her art through 

her studies of art, theatre, psychology, breathwork and chromotherapy. She was for 
many years photographic assistant at the studio of Emanuel Van Holsten where she 

learnt much about art photography and post-production. Over time all of these interests 
have led her to see, discover and learn about the varied facets of what it is to be human 

and to gain a deep sense of female expressiveness. Each of her studies is always 
accompanied by first person experience. Her art runs parallel to her experience and, as 
she herself says: “I am my art and my art represents who I am". Vesna Pavan founded 
Cromatismo Pavaniano and began her artistic career in 1992 while since 2008 she has 
been very successfully exhibiting her work in national and international exhibitions in 

such cities as Milan, Rome, Florence, Pisa, Venice, Genoa, Taormina, Palermo, London, 
Paris, Cannes, Monte Carlo, Prague, Amsterdam, Innsbruck, Miami and New York. 

Vesna Pavan for Conservatoire International de Lunettes
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www.conservatoire.it


